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by Rogério Santos

T

he HVP Stud Farm is celebrating 20 years of
existence and 21 titles of Champion and National Reserve Champion of Brazil, United
States, Europe, Middle East, Argentina and Uruguay,
all conquered by HVP horses. But, there is no doubt
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that the most significant event in this 20 years was the
birth of a colt called Magnum Chall HVP at the stud
farm, planned through the stud farm breeding program.
Magnum Chall HVP was born on May 2001, and left
HVP right after weaning from his mother Taamara
HVP (Don El Chall x *Taamara by Namek). He went
to the United States where he was acquired by Leslie and
Luck Lurken. He became Horse Champion of Scottsdale,
Canadian National Young Horse Champion, American
National Horse Champion, and returned to Brazil for
semen collection and became the Brazilian National
Young Horse Champion. The success on the tracks increases his status as a stallion. In no time he will become,
along with his father Magnum Psyche and his grandfather Padrons Psyche, a leader in the stallion’s statistics
whose descendants won titles in American, Canadian
and Brazilian Nationals. He is one of the most important stallions born in a Brazilian breeding.
In 20 years of existence, Vila dos Pinheiros Stud Farm
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is living one of its most vital and enthusiastic moments. Its owner, Jaime Pinheiro, is
now dedicating more time to breed Arabian
horses, Nelore cattle and Dopper sheep. He
began to make big investments again, turning his selection programs on the three races
above in a search for the “Genetic Excellence”, slogan that represent this new phase for
HVP breeding.
On the Arabian horses, Jaime Pinheiro is implementing a daring breeding project which
intends to register more than 100 pregnancies resulting of the crossbreeding of about
60 of their best broodmares with 20 of the
world‘s most famous stallions, until the end
of this mating season. To do that, Pinheiro is
assembling a huge semen bank that gathers
sires like Enzo, Da Vinci, Magnum Psyche,
QR Marc, WH Justice, Gazal Al Shaqab,

Ajman Moniscioni, Power World JQ, Legacy of Fame and a series of other important
stallions that are still under negotiation.
“The semen bank eliminates the worry with
delays in the collection, transportation and
even in the ovulation of mares, and also gives me safety to fulfill my mating plan. The
idea is to maintain a minimum quantity
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Zico Guardia, Simone Leo,
Luciano Cury and Jaime pinheiro
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and diversity of semen to achieve one hundred pregnancies
as planned” – explains Jaime Pinheiro.
Pinheiro’s new project is the extension of HVP’s breeding
program’s personality, that has always based their breeding on the dam families. Although today it is one of
the four breeders associated with the EL Shawan Group,
which has the propriety of *FA El Shawan, four times
Brazilian National Champion (Junior Colt; Colt; Young
Stallion and Stallion), HVP does not own a stallion, preferring the mounting of outer sire. “An owned stud can
make us lazy and we always take some time to realize the
mistakes”, assures Jaime Pinheiro.
The program that he established dispensing to maintain
even the sires breeding by the farm. Jaime Pinheiro wants
to use his stallions, even if they don’t belong to him anymore.
The American and Brazilian National Champion Magnum Chall HVP is one of the HVP program’s most used
stallions in the last five years. Overall, there are 36 sons
registered by the farm and 16 broodmares and recipient
mare are carrying his embryos only in this season.

The Austrian and Brazilian National Champion and
Champion of the Middle East (Jordan) and Scottsdale
(USA) expositions, Laman HVP started to be used recently, since Carlos Roizner, of Uruguay, returned him
to South America in 2007. In two years the stallion was
used for about 15 mountings.
The Colt National Champion and National Reserve
Young Horse Champion, Vulcano HVP, owned today by
a Brazilian breeders’ group, will be tested this year in
some mares. And for the next mating season, they expect
to use the Argentinean National Champion, Burman
HVP, who belongs to Julio Ruiz, and of the Colt National
Champion Ultimate Chall HVP, property of Brazilian
partners Flávia Torres and Luciano Cury.
The maternal families
Jaime Pinheiro decided to breed Arabian Horses after a
visit to the Nagib Audi’s farm at the end of 1989. He was
impressed with the beauty and charisma of those animals,
but two aspects stuck on his mind: the grace and femininity of the mares particularly called his attention. After

Magnum Chall HVP
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some time, all of HVP program would consolidate itself
in consistent maternal families. He was especially pleased
with the daughters of Padron, a name that would definitely put a mark on Haras Vila dos Pinheiros breeding for
the following years.
With the advice of North-American David Boggs from
the Midwest Training Center and of Brazilian Polé Levy,
from Haras Capim Fino, Pinheiro started to acquire his
breeding stock. In two years, 16 mares, eight daughters
or granddaughters of Padron, two descendents of Aladdinn, one daughter of El Shaklan and four daughters of
the Russians Moment, Menes, *Ponomarev and Namek,
were all incorporated. Among the 16 original mares, only
eight remain at the HVP breeding as them selves or are
represented by their descendents. The main dam families
selected from this phase of breeding were:
*Tananaa, Russian-blood mare daughter of Namek by
Arax in Tanana (Aswan x Tema by Arax), bred by Dan

Hartog from Kossak Stud - Holland. She was exported
to the United States by the Kahro Farm while a filly, arrived in Brazil with ten years of age in 1991, bringing
a beautiful filly with her called *Padronaa, daughter of
Padron who later was sold to Haras Jeribah. At HVP, Tananaa breeding 10 descendants, eight male and only two
female, Taamara HVP e Tayra HVP, the two daughters of
Don El Chall, who established one of the Brazilian breed’s most profitable dam lines. *Tananaa died in 2004 but
left, besides Taamara and Tyara, four granddaughters in
breed farm and three great-granddaughters for the following year.
Taamara HVP is Brazil’s number 1 Aristocrat – title that
pays tribute to the dam who produced more than three
prizewinning sons at Brazilian Nationals. From her 15
descendants old enough to participate at exhibitions, seven won prizes at Nationals. Among the males, Magnum
Chall HVP (by Magnum Psyche) – American and Bra-

Ultimate Chall HVP
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zilian National Champion – Eternity HVP (by Ryad
El Jamaal) – Brazilian National Reserved Champion
and Ziom HVP (by Magnum Psyche), multi-rewarded
in Brazilian exhibitions, stand out. Among the females
rewarded in Brazil are Belíssima HVP and Magnum
Magnólia HVP; in the United States, Fantástica HVP
– Champion in Regions 12 and 13, and in South Africa,
Talyta HVP Champion of the Gauteng Championship,
all of them daughters of Magnum Psyche. Taamara still
has three one year old daughters, the rewarded Taniza
HVP (by *FA El Shawan), Samara Valentina (by DA
Valentino) and Esmeralda HVP (by *Emiliusz). In this
season, Taamara presents two embryos already transplanted from QR Marc, two breeds of Ajman Moniscione and
one of Magnum Psyche, not confirmed, with births expected for the time period between the end of this year and the
beginning of next year.
The newest of the sisters, Tayra HVP, was Brazilian
National Champion Filly, and is the mother of four males and three females. Her great highlights in the stud’s
breeding are awarded Tamyra Chall (by Magnum Chall
HVP) and 2010 Brazilian National Champion Jr. Jr.
Colt , the unanimous Tales HVP (by *FA El Shawan).
Tayra successfully transferred three embryos of *FA El
Shawan and one of *Nesj El Khibo (by Khidar) in this
season.
Within the daughters of Padron that established family
at HVP, mares *Padrons Tearific, *Padrons Love Song,
Padrons Chariysma and Padrons Nantasha are noteworthy.
*Padrons Teariffic (x BPL Tenders Tears by Perkal) was
Reserve Mare Champion in Florida and Minnesota, before arriving in Brazil in 1990. Today she is twenty two
years old and is still producing. This year, she is trying one
more breed by *FA El Shawan. Her breeding scoring is
impressive; there are 15 registered sons with 12 females.
Three daughters were exported: Myrella HVP (by *Almaden) to Fernando Santibañes of Argentina, Tiyara
HVP (by *WN Northern Yankee) to Arab Emirates and
Tahlila HVP to Herber Viana of Uruguay, where she was
crowned Reserved Mare Champion in Punta Del Este.
Two daughters of Myrella are in full production at the
farm, the awarded Myna HVP (by Desperado V) and
Madyra HVP (by Jahd El Jamaal). Myna is the mother

of Michelle HVP (by Magnum Chall), that was sold to
Jorge Selume from Chile and produced Bacano El Legacy,
Reserve Brazilian National Champion Junior Colt.
*Padrons Love Song (x Kamessha by Amurath Bakonur)
and *Padrons Nantasha (x Nantasha by Nigatti) arrived
in Brazil in 1985, imported by Nagib Audi, who was
proud to be the breeder with the largest number of Padron’s descendants in the world at that time. They were
bought by Jaime Pinheiro at the auction settlement of
Santa Gertrudes Stud.
Padrons Love Song produced Laman HVP (by Don El
Chall), one of the refines stallions born in Brazil. The
interest aroused by the moving beauty of this stallion
that led to the export of seven descendants of Padrons
Love Song to the United States, Uruguay, Argentina and
South Africa. Only the lineage of its daughter, La Bella
(by Magnum Psyche), that is pregnant of *FA El Shawan
this season, remains at the stud. But four daughters will
be in breed for the coming years.
The Brazilian National Champion Filly and Great
Champion of 1985, *Padrons Nantasha, had only two
daughters at HVP before being exported to Argentina and
after that, to Chile. The lineage that remains represents
the dam family of Padrons Nantasha is Nathalya HVP
(by *Almaden), until today, still in breeding, with seven
registered males and only one female, the extraordinary
Nawaly with six registered females and only two males.
Among them, the Brazilian National Champion Young
Colt Ultimate Chall HVP (by Magnum Chall HVP).
Padrons Charisma contributes with the HVP through its
daughter Chayya HVP, which is mother of the Reserved
National Champion Mare of 2010, Magnum Charisma
HVP currently owned of Rodrigo Lorenzi de Castro. One
daughter and granddaughter of Chayya HVP, Challyna
HVP and Acácia HVP keeps this important maternal family still alive.
*WH Northern Forever (Northerley x Royale Von by
Crown Royale) is the great representative of Aladdinn
and responsible for the first National Champion of the
HVP, Forelady HVP (by AF Don Giovani), which were
Brazilian National Champion Junior Filly and Golden
Filly unanimous in 96. She was exported to United States where breed Fadila PCF, Yearling Champion of the
Regions 7 and 8 at USA. In the HVP Forelady left Mar-
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Taamara HVP

keessa HVP as her representative. The daughter of Markessa, Magnolya HVP, produced the first yearling that
*FA El Shawan breed in the HVP, the multi Champion
Flashy of Shawan HVP. *WH Northern Forever with
its 24 years of life continues breeding for the HVP and is
being inseminated by WH Justice and *Nesj El Khibo in
this season.
*MS Lola Shaklana (x OJ Wild Fire by Druzba) is representative of El Shaklan in the HVP. Two of her daughters are represented in the Stud. Farraha HVP (by *Ponomarev), produced Fayara HVP (by Lumiar Amadeus)
and was sold to Leo Steinbruch. Fayara HVP produced
Faya Prince (by *Cajun Prince HCF), which in this year
receives semen from Magnum Chall. The sister of Farraha HVP, Lyara HVP (by Tallyen El Jamaal) is in breeding and receives semen from El Shawan. She is mother
of the multi prizewinner Bey Legance HVP (by Legacy
of Fame) and two of her daughters, Bey Mariana HVP
(by Bey Shadow TGS) and Martyna HVP (by *FA El
Shawan) will be in breeding next year.
The National Brazilian Champion *AN Brosia (AN
Malik x Fardonna by Farlowa) left only two products at
HVP before her death, in 1996. One male and the female

Eternity HVP
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Adhasa (by Cajun Prince HCF) which already produced
eight females to the Farm. She and her daughters Armand
Chall HVP and Alihana Chall HVP are in foal of *FA
El Shawan in this season.

Tayra HVP

The second phase of HVP
The first phase of HVP, from 1991 to 1998, had as protagonists, besides the 16 broodmares acquired in the beginning of the breeding, the stallions hosted in Brazil,
since the transportation of semen was not authorized by
the Stud Book at the time. The most influential sire lines at the HVP in this first period of seven years were
those from Aladdinn, with the following highlights: The
National American Champion Almaden (Aladdinn x
La Ambir by Bask), with 16 registered foals HVPs; his
son, Brazilian National Champion, Cajun Prince HCF
(*Doll Padron by Padron) with 29 foals and the grandson of Aladdinn very succesfull in the Vila dos Pinheiros,
AF Don Giovani (*Allad x Wind Charm by Fire Wind)
with 20 foals. From the Aswan line, hes grandson Don El
Chall (*Prichall x AF Donana by AF Vasco) was intensively used and with great success, with 26 foals. Others
stallions were used, but with less vigour, such as Padron
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Michelle HVP

itself and his sons *Maximiliano and *Padrons Image,
Bey Shah through RSD Dark Victory and *Shahllenger,
*Ponomarev (by Salon), *Ali Jamaal through Jahd El
Jamaal and Tallyen El Jamaal. It was a time that HVP
produced 15 to 16 annual products.
In 1996 when the first mares born at HVP were already in breeding, Jaime Pinheiro decided to reinforce
his program with Bey Shah, considered an exceptional
maternal grandfather. Three of its daughters were imported from United States:*WA Bey Shamnazona (Bey
Shah x Comar Shamnazona by Gai Champion), *Rohara Antiquebey (WA Dandee by Mahraba) and *Venus SRA (x Precious Jabask by GG Jabask).
Another very important fact is the entry of the breeder’s
semen from the United States that was not possible until
Bacano
El Legacy HVP
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Magnum Charisma

recent times. It is the high style return of the Padron’s blood to HVP. Padron Psyche and, specially his son Magnum
Psyche arrived on the scene registering 26 product of the
HVP brand. And one of theses products is Magnum Chall
HVP which also becomes a reference in the Jaime Pinheiro’s with 35 HVP registered products. Other breeder
that starts to be a great influence at HVP is the American
National Champion Stallion, Canadian National Reserve, Champion Stallion and Brazilian National Champion,
Legacy of Fame (Legacy of Gold x Fames Elegance C by
Fame VF). Legacy of Fame, which is rooted in Argentina
at the Gina Pelham’s breeding and has 36 foals registered
at HVP.
The breeding of the Bey Shah daughters was anxiously
awaited. *WA* Bey Shamnazona arrives with two Champion titles from horse shows of the Regions 6 and 10 in the
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United States. She had only two female offspring and two
male before she died in 2003, but her breeding is a high
quality one. Lady Psyche HVP (by Padron Psyche), Samantha HVP (by Psymadre) and Burman HVP (by AF
Don Giovani), Bey Psyche HVP (by Magnum Psyche) and
Bey Star HVP (by Padron Psyche) that died when he was
still a colt.
Lady Psyche has produced besides the Three-times National
Champion Vulcano HVP (by Nuzyr HCF), two more highly awarded male offspring. Lancelot Chall HVP (by Magnum Chall) sold to Flavia Torres, and Lemnos HVP (by
Legacy of Fame). The Lady Psyche’s female offspring is still
very young and did not become broodmares yet; the oldest
Mystic Lady HVP (by Legacy of Fame) was a Female Junior Champion in several Brazilian Horse shows. In this
season Lady Psyche has generated an embryo by Gazal Al
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Flashy El Shawan

Shaqab and she is being inseminated by Nuzyr HCF. Samantha HVP had, until now, only one female offspring,
born in 2009, Sabrina HVP (by *FA El Shawan).
Among the male offspring of WA* Bey Shamnazona,
Burman HVP was exported to Argentina where breed
*JR Burmangny (x JR Magnificarash by AB Magnum),
Reserve Mare Champion (3 years -old) of Scottsdale
2009. She was purchased by Jaime Pinheiro and became
the 2010 Brazilian National Reserve Champion Young
Mare. JR* Burmagny has already transferred two embryos, one from QR Marc and the other from Magnum
Chall HVP. The mother line sibling of Burman HVP Bey
Psyche HVP (by Magnum Psyche) was the only stallion
used at HVP while it was still with Jaime Pinheiro. He
has produced six females, some are being used as broodmares, and it was exported to Uruguay.
Just like *Taanana, *Rohara Antiquebey is leaving in
HVP a key dam family. For Jaime Pinheiro they are the
two greatest broodmares of Farm. From its four female
offspring that were born until today, two of them were
sold. Love Song HVP (by Padrons Psyche) was exported
to North Arabians-USA and Raryna HVP (by Don El
Chall) is with Tamer Hajel, from Brazil. The other two

Legance Bey HVP
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Magnum Rose HVP

Rafoletta Rose HVP

Cinderella HVP
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female offspring that provides continuity to the HVP’S
breeding are Magnum Rose HVP and Psyche Rarina
HVP, both Magnum Psyche’s offspring. It is necessary to
highlight that from the nine offspring of *Rohara Antiquebey that were born until today, six of them were highly
awarded, two are not old enough to go to the tracks and
she is still in the breeding. This year, *Rohara Antiquebey
is being inseminated by WH Justice, Alienor and *FA El
Shawan.
Its female offspring, Magnum Rose HVP, has produced
7 females. Rafoletta Rose HVP (by *Legacy of Fame),
Ares HVP

*Rohara Antiquebey
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Lady Psyche HVP
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with several titles of Champion JR. Female and Filly
Champion, sold to the Italian Frederico Castellani. Legacys Rose HVP also by Legacy of Fame exported to the USA
where it conquered the titles of Region 15 Reserved Mare
Champion and Reserved Mare Champion of Shenadoah
Championship-USA. Among the ones that are at home,
the awarded filly Cinderella HVP (by FA*El Shawan)
and Miss Legacy HVP (by Legacy of Fame) will start
at the breeding process next year and two yearling fillies
will be on the shows in the second half of this year. Magnum Rose HVP is being inseminated by Enzo, Gazal
Al Shaqab and Magnum Chall HVP. The own Magnum
Rose’s sister, Psyche Rarina HVP is now with four female
offspring and in foal by *FA El Shawan.
The third Bey Shah daughter to get in the breeding at
HVP was Venus SRA. She is the mother of three full sisters

by Magnum Chall. The highly awarded Vanity HVP sold
at the National’s Auction last November to Abel Leopoldino from Canaã Stud Farm. Venecia HVP exported to
Fieldcrest Farm-USA and also the highly awarded Valentyna Chall HVP, which will start breeding next year.
*Venus has transfered two embryos with *El Shawan and
Enzo and is being inseminated by Da Vinci and Magnum Chall.
The Genetic Excellence
The renewal time has arrived at the Vila dos Pinheiros
Stud Farm. Not only the breeding of some of the most celebrated sires in the world that are permeating the breeding
at HVP. The highest quality matrice and precious wombs
are being used in this new project. They are now going
through the regular test period before becoming a part of

Bey Psyche HVP
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Vanity HVP

Valentyna Chall
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the breeding at HVP and certainly the Vila dos Pinheiros Stud Farm will bring good news.
The availability of a longer period of time to dedicate to
his horses, oxes and sheep make Jaime Pinheiro to travel
around the world and by doing it he discovers the renewed breeding in Europe and in the Middle-East. The
Russian elegance and the athletic consistency of Poland
he had already known through the United States, however, the charming refinement that were dominating the
horse shows in these continents had surprised him. For
whom pursuits the Excellence Genetic, those features so
important to the race could not stay aside, but one has
to be careful about it: “I don’t want to aggregate values
and take the risk of losing what was already conquered.
I want the refinement and the movement that I have
seen in the European horse shows, but also I want good
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JR Burmagny

*Super Marc

*MS Magnolia

*Rohara Rainha

*Da Joia
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shoulders, the long and well-arched neck, depth of croup,
and the all good characteristics that HVP have fixed in
the breeding during these 20 years”- Jaime Pinheiro
concludes. q

Vila dos Pinheiros
Stud Farm

Jaime Pinheiro
Indaiatuba (SP) Brazil
E-mail: hvp@hvp.com.br
www.hvp.com.br
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